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Would you mind ________________ me about it?1. (tell)telling

I shall try to avoid ________________ into the error of a one-sided view.2.
(fall)

falling

But although I sometimes complied with his wish, yet the old terror was
ever strong upon me, and he, seeing what an effort it was, gave up
________________ me at last.

3.

(urge)urging

If all he wanted was the wood and iron, what, in the name of fortune, was to
prevent him ________________ them?
4.

(take)taking

I don't know what we are coming to if the presses keep on
________________.
5.

(run)running

Can you imagine him ________________ a frown?6. (wear)wearing

But just here he saw a tempting opening, and could not resist
________________ a home-thrust.
7.

(give)giving

She pretended to keep on ________________ in the bottom of the car.8.
(search)

searching

There was no longer the same feeling that to lose a minute would be fatal,
nor would he now risk ________________ the fact of his wife's flight to
anyone till the inquest was over.

9.

(communicate)
communicating

He crossed the strip of turf with giant strides and got into cover again, but
not quick enough to prevent me ________________ him.
10.

(recognize)recognizing

But the woman was not content; her greed would not allow her to sleep,
and she kept on ________________ and ________________ what she could
still become.

11.

(think) (think)
thinking thinking

In these days nobody wishes to wear a professional manner; doctors,
since you have mentioned doctors, try to avoid ________________ of
professional matters.

12.

(speak)
speaking
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Having indicated clearly what he desires them to do, he avoids
________________ except to correct serious errors or omissions.
13.

(interfere)interfering

He enjoyed ________________ as much as he enjoyed hunting.14.
(explore)

exploring

Several men were on the look-out forward, but did not perceive our boat
until it was an impossibility to avoid ________________ contact-their shouts
of warning upon seeing us were what so terribly alarmed me.

15.

(come in)
coming in

Clean tales that all the girls will enjoy ________________.16. (read)reading

Poor Polly, with all her efforts to be contented, and not to mind
________________ unlike other people, found it hard work to keep her face
bright and her voice happy that night.

17.

(look)
looking

The mother kept on ________________ for her; she looked from the
window, she watched from the doorstep, but her daughter came not.
18.

(wait)
waiting

Carefully avoid ________________ either of your own or other people's
domestic concerns.
19.

(talk)
talking

But had he still that anchorage, to prevent him ________________ out to
sea?
20.

(slip)
slipping
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